To Mr.

My name is Manuel Herranz Martin, president of HUM, Movement for Human Unity, and on behalf of our organization, of all of us who support peace and support human unity in the world, we offer you our declaration of ceasefire in favor of human unity and peace in DR Congo and in the world.

Please let me share with you our understanding and mission:

- **PEACE is HUMAN INCLUSIVITY,**

The consequence of partial and exclusive decision-making is confrontation and even if there is a ceasefire and the war stops, this time is used by each of the parties to rearm (and if possible, disarm and weaken the other), consequently, what today is called peace everywhere, and so at the UN, is not real peace, human peace.

However, inclusive decision-making, which is open, public, and unanimous, deals only about the common good and avoids deception and harmful goals. The harmful purpose becomes a real object that was in nature, the weapon, which to humans means submission or death. This is the reason why conflicts cannot be resolved by any other means less terrible than death, and, in the same way, weapons unavoidably become armed units (or States) as the basic form of organization of human beings and we, humans, are forced to do everything possible to have the capacity to destroy each other.

But only universal inclusion is peace, otherwise the existence of parties (confronted to death) forces everyone else to take sides as well. This is why peace could not be achieved in the past, but today universal inclusion is possible, and this is why we call for a Congress of Human Unity in 2025 that takes responsibility for human security common, including current rights, but which logically leads to global disarmament and so to the community, and ensures that all decisions are inclusive.

We will organize it after a Festival of Humanity in the fall of 2024, so that every human being is aware of the call for human unity and can follow and participate in the preparations and organization of the Congress, because the threat of the gun as the means of governing will be replaced by transparency, public decision-making (even recorded) which allows us to use our natural conception of justice which consists of treating others as you would like to be treated.

And before the Festival call which we will announce very soon, we are seeking a ceasefire because people who support human unity are committed against violence and are part of all
parties. And we believe that humanity begins in Africa and spreads throughout the world and this is our commitment and promise.

This is why we would like to sign this

**Agreement**

The x armed group declares the ceasefire as a means of providing support and calling for peace and human unity, inclusive human decision-making which will be implemented at a Congress of Humanity in 2025 that we are hereby calling, which will ensure inclusive decision-making and take responsibility for common human security.

**Arrangement**

This is the right path for the ceasefire to succeed (and not become an opportunity for rearmament), because those who support human unity are part of all parties and are determined to ensure that no one is harmed and design this ceasefire to provide publicity and opportunity for peace, they will therefore seek to adapt, cooperate and contribute to human unity in the preparation of the Congress.

With the declaration of ceasefire, you contribute greatly to the interest of humanity, to the publicity of the Congress, and to the implementation of peace, which is all that its convening requires; because we know that every human being is interested in peace, cooperation for the common good, instead of continuing to serve weapons and the pursuit of the greatest possible evil, and yet it is very difficult to do, because the dialogue is mediated by the States and the ceasefire is one of the opportunities we have to speak about the interest of Humanity, since the Congress must be convened by humans for humans without distinction of nationality (the State or armed unit each one belongs), because those who participate in it have the task of serving and representing Humanity. (The Congress cannot be promoted or convened by the States, because in this case the Congress will function as the UN does, where its participants are representatives of the States and retain exclusive decision-making power and have no use against war, for each person seeks by default to rearm and weaken others as much as possible)

**Reward**

For this reason, in the same way that HUM summons the Congress, HUM includes in its appeal to the Congress that the Congress must reward the groups that concluded the ceasefire in favor of Peace or Human Unity through this agreement with HUM using half a trillion dollars, as part of the savings of one year of investment in weapons, 2.25 trillion, which humanity saves with the unity or peace. Congress will decide how to distribute this half trillion considering the population group affected and who took the initiative first. In this sense, it will also be the test of the sovereignty of Humanity.

Thus, given the enormous benefit brought to humanity by those who declare a ceasefire in favor of human unity, which is peace, we understand that it is right (for all) to reward, thus initiating true and authentic human justice; Humanity rewards those who benefit it and deters those who harm it.

And we know that with unity, this will be the natural way, because of mutual influence and because everyone knows by nature that harming others is bad and benefiting others is good.

Thank you very much for your attention, I look forward to your kind response.
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